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Robots Asking for Favors: The Effects of
Directness and Familiarity on Persuasive HRI
Shane Saunderson, Student Member, IEEE, Goldie Nejat, Member, IEEE
Abstract— As robots work in increasingly collaborative
settings with humans, scenarios will arise where robots need to
successfully request favors to be effective. Communication
directness and familiarity have been shown to be important
factors to persuasion. However, these two critical factors have
not yet been jointly investigated in human-robot interaction
(HRI). This paper explores how they can be used by social robots
to request favors from people. We present a social HRI study
that uniquely investigates the effects of a robot’s communication
directness and its familiarity on persuasiveness, trustworthiness,
and a person’s willingness to help the robot. In the study, we
present participants with scenarios where two different robots
(one familiar, one unfamiliar) ask participants for a favor using
either direct or indirect communication styles. Our results show
that a familiar robot is more persuasive, trustworthy, and people
are more willing to help. Furthermore, indirect requests are
perceived to be more trustworthy and encourage greater
willingness to help than direct requests, regardless of the robot’s
familiarity. Further discussions of these results highlight key
considerations for collaborative social robots, particularly when
robots request assistance or favors from people.
Keywords— Persuasive Robotics, Communication Directness,
Familiarity, Favor Asking, Social Human-Robot Interaction

I. INTRODUCTION
As robots continue to integrate into different parts of our
everyday lives, the increasingly social tasks we demand of
them shift robots from simply being functional tools into
being social agents. Whereas early human-robot interaction
(HRI) research focused more on functional considerations [1],
more recent studies have explored social aspects of robots
with concepts like trust [2], empathy [3], and persuasion [4].
Persuasion is an important concept to investigate as it
enables robots to engage effectively with us at a meaningful
social level. Persuasion is defined as the process of changing
a person’s attitudes or behaviors [5]. Factors contributing to
the persuasiveness of a robot include its appearance [6],
gestures [4], and communication style [7]. Our past research
in this area investigated how a robot’s use of multimodal
strategies affect a robot’s persuasiveness during HRI [8], [9].
These studies showed that both emotional and logical
strategies can influence human decision-making.
With respect to other factors, past psychology research
has identified the joint importance that both communication
directness and familiarity have on human persuasiveness
[10]. Communication directness refers to the degree to which
the clause type of a statement matches the intention [11]. For
example, a robot attempting to bribe a person could request
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reciprocity directly (e.g. “help me do an extra task”), or imply
it indirectly (e.g. “friends help friends, right?”) [12].
Familiarity relates a specific stimulus (e.g. a person) with the
recollection of prior experiences [13]. For example, most
robots start as unfamiliar, however, through repeated,
interactions over time, tend to become more familiar [14].
Research has shown the criticality of these intertwined
factors when considering requests [10], [15]. People consider
how well they know someone and how direct a request is
when processing it. Given that robots are held to many of the
same social norms as people [16], one could surmise that
directness and familiarity in HRI would have similar effects.
However, HRI research has shown that robots as social actors
can be interpreted differently from humans due to numerous
factors of the person (e.g. loneliness [17]), robot (e.g.
appearance [6]), or context (e.g. moral dilemmas [18]). As
such, if we expect robots to be successful in social roles
requiring them to establish and maintain collaborative
interactions, we must investigate the effects of directness and
familiarity in HRI. For example, as people become more
familiar with a robot, indirect requests may help a robot nurse
encourage medication adherence or a robot teacher foster
classroom learning and collaboration.
In this paper, we explore how communication directness
and robot familiarity influence a robot making requests of
people; specifically investigating a robot’s persuasiveness,
trustworthiness, and people’s willingness to help. To our
knowledge, directness and familiarity have not been jointly
investigated in HRI, but it is important to understand how a
robot should behave to effectively support and collaborate
with people. We focus on scenarios where a familiar or
unfamiliar robot is asking a favor from people using direct or
indirect communication styles. The results of this study can
inform the design and deployment of social robots in
scenarios where they must request assistance and favors from
people, including human collaborators during joint tasks.
II. RELATED WORK
In human-human interactions, a key dimension of a
person making a request is their explicitness of intent, also
known as communication directness [19]. Furthermore,
psychologists have identified familiarity as an important
factor that explains variances in how request directness is
interpreted [10]. Herein, we discuss literature on directness
and familiarity for both human-human interactions and HRI.
Though persuasive HRI research investigates a wide variety
of factors, our literature review and focus of this study will be
limited to the intersection of directness and familiarity on
requests and persuasion in HRI.
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A. Communication Directness in Human Interactions
Though the simplest forms of communication are those
where an utterance means literally what is said, in reality, very
few statements are that straightforward [20]. Requests
between people can have varying levels of directness to
balance clarity and politeness for the situation at hand [21].
The use of direct speech versus indirect speech is a situational
decision based on the speaker, receiver, and the request [22].
More direct communication gives greater clarity to the
request [23]–[26]. However, direct requests can be seen as
impolite or imposing as they can represent “face-threatening
acts” and in turn, cause interpersonal dissonance [27]. Indirect
approaches, on the other hand, can be seen as more polite and
lead to greater compliance since they increase a receiver’s
optionality, or perception of autonomy [28]. The challenge
with indirect requests is that both the intent of the persuader
and the rationale for compliance are not always clear since
people do not necessarily process indirect requests literally
[29]; they often consider contextual or interpersonal aspects
of an indirect request, which leaves room for interpretation.
Preferences for and reactions to communication directness
also vary across cultures. Previous psychology research
assumed that most cultures had a preferential bias towards
indirect communication typical in Western cultures [30].
However, more recent research has acknowledged that
individual cultural preferences tend to outweigh this
perceived universal bias towards indirectness [31].
B. Familiarity in Human Interactions
Familiarity – the perception of a recollection of prior
experiences – enables a fluency of processing through relying
on heuristics when judging requests [13]. Importantly,
familiarity is not simply remembering, but the perception of
remembering, which can be caused by both memorable
exposure to a stimulus [32] and similarity of a stimulus to an
already familiar one [33]. Familiarity can increase our liking
towards someone and their ability to influence us [34]. In turn,
we are more likely to comply with requests from people
familiar to us [35]. This is partially due to following social
norms with familiar people and partially due to a desire to
affiliate with those we like [15]. The inverse, as predicted by
Heider’s Balance Theory [36], also holds true: that we are less
willing to help with a request from an unlikeable person [37].
Familiarity, therefore, can have an important influence on
requests due to people’s need for affiliation and belonging
[35]. It also plays a mediating role with respect to directness.
In [15], though familiar people are generally more compliant
with each other, it was shown that people tend to use less
direct requests when requesting from a familiar person. This
indirect preference was due to implied obligations and past
knowledge between more familiar people. However, in [10],
it was found that, even if we tend to use less direct requests
with more familiar people, a more direct approach typically
leads to greater compliance. Exceptions exist to this finding,
particularly for very familiar groups like families, where
research acknowledges the importance of direct requests,
particularly during conflict when negotiating or fighting [38].
C. Communication Directness in HRI
The appropriate use of direct and indirect communication
has been identified as important to the acceptance of social
robots [39]. HRI studies have focused on the use of both direct

and indirect communication with respect to different robots
[40], advertising [41], and cultural differences [42]–[44].
For example, in [40], robots helped guide participants to
complete a series of drawings using different communication
styles. The Xitome MDS or Willow Garage PR2 robot were
used to provide drawing instructions via direct or indirect
language. Results showed that the indirect speech led to
higher robot likeability, considerateness, and lower reported
aggression when compared to the direct speech.
In [41], a NAO robot used different messages to influence
participant attitudes about a soda brand. The robot used either
direct or indirect speech in an attempt to influence participant
attitudes about the soda. The results showed no significant
difference in influence between the two conditions.
A series of cross-cultural studies have investigated the
differences between direct (explicit) and indirect (implicit)
communication. A study with participants from India and the
U.S. watching a video of NAO robots found that Indian
participants preferred explicitness more than Americans, but
only for eldercare tasks [42]. Additionally, a Lego robot
directly attempting to influence people’s estimates on the
prices of objects found that Chinese participants were more
influenced by indirect suggestions than German participants
[43]. In [45], a robot attempted to influence participants’
design of a chicken coop on a university campus. It was found
that Chinese participants were more influenced by indirect
communication than American participants.
In this study, we define directness using language that is
explicit to the robot’s intent. For example, a robot asking to
borrow a phone directly might say, “can I borrow your
phone?” or indirectly, might state a need for a phone but leave
the assertion of the request to the listener, “I really need to
find a phone.” We base our direct and indirect statements on
examples used in prior psychology research [10]. We use one
form of direct communication as, due to their explicit nature,
there is less variability in how direct communications are
structured. Indirect requests, on the other hand, can take on a
wide variety of forms [46], and as such, two different indirect
conditions are used in our study to attempt to mitigate the
language-as-fixed-effect fallacy whereby broad conclusions
are drawn on singular, specific language examples [47].
D. Robot Familiarity in HRI
Familiarity has been shown to be another important factor
in persuasive HRI, whether in office settings [48], or
regarding a robot’s ingroup status [44], [49]. People are rarely
socially familiar with robots, therefore HRI studies must
increase the familiarity of a robot through repeated exposure
[14] or by increasing a robot’s similarity to an already familiar
stimuli, such as a person with ingroup commonalities [49].
In [48], a video-based HRI study varied the PR2 robot’s
politeness, familiarity, and size of request when soliciting
help. Familiarity was manipulated via an introduction of the
robot as a new co-worker or an old colleague. Politeness was
manipulated by adding modifiers (e.g. “please”) to direct
statements or by acknowledging reciprocity in the request.
Results showed that participants were more willing to help a
familiar robot which asked a polite, small request.
In [44], a robot was set to be either a team collaborator
with participants (ingroup) or a robotic assistant (outgroup).
Participants completed a process design task with either
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robot. The results showed no difference between the
conditions for accepting the robot’s suggestions.
Group status was also investigated in [49] to observe
participant compliance with a mug-shaped robot. In the study,
requests from the robot conflicted with those of a human
experimenter (in a low or high authority role). The robot’s
ingroup status was established through introduction and
appearance of being from the same university. Results
indicated that in the low experimenter authority and ingroup
condition, participants complied more with the robot’s
requests and went against the experimenter’s wishes.
We define familiarity in our study through two main
design considerations. First, memorable exposure, such as
interaction time with a robot, has been shown to be an
effective method for increasing familiarity in both
psychology [32], [51] and HRI [14], [52] studies. Second,
several humanlike robot characteristics, such as appearance
and interactivity, were used to increase robot familiarity.
These included giving the familiar robot a name, its larger
humanlike size, and humanlike interactivity features such as
speech, and nonverbal communication (i.e. vocal intonation
and body language). We used similarity to humanlikeness to
increase familiarity [33], [53] with respect to the familiar
robot, which has also been used previously in HRI [54]–[56].
The reviewed studies show the importance of familiarity
and directness when making requests. These concepts may be
particularly important for robots given their unique social
standing; humanlike in how we often interact with them,
though distinctly inhuman [50]. To the authors’ knowledge,
no studies have investigated the joint effects of both
directness and familiarity on a robot making requests.
Therefore, the joint study of directness and familiarity is both
novel and important to explore in HRI.
III. HRI STUDY ON DIRECTNESS AND FAMILIARITY
Our HRI study explores robots asking favors of people.
The favors include the robot asking to borrow a mobile phone
or for a person to instruct the robot to be more humanlike. We
use two different scenarios to increase the generalizability of
the study, as people have been shown to react differently to
requests to borrow and requests for instruction [57]. We
investigate the effect of a robot’s directness and familiarity on
its persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and people’s willingness
to help. We compare these results to findings in humanhuman communication research.
A. Study Variables
The study’s two independent variables are communication
directness and familiarity. Directness was presented using
one direct and two indirect conditions [10]: imperative
(direct), need assertion (indirect), and resource inquiry
(indirect). Imperatives explicitly state the agent, object,
action, and recipient in the communication [58]. Need
assertions are used to express needs, however, require the
recipient to infer some empathetic understanding to deduce
the request [59]. Resource inquiries query a recipient on their
available resources to fulfill a request while also relying on
the recipient to interpret the request intent [10]. Table I shows
the scripts presented to participants for the two HRI scenarios,
where each participant had either the familiar or unfamiliar
robot randomly assigned the direct scenario and the other
robot randomly to one of the two indirect scenarios.

TABLE I.
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TWO SCENARIOS WITH DIRECTNESS & FAVOR CONDITIONS

Context: Today, you walk into the room and see a robot standing there. It
waves hello and you approach it. The following conversation takes place:
Scenario 1: Borrow (a direct or indirect ‘Turn 4’ was randomly used)
Turn 1, YOU:
Hey there.
Turn 2, ROBOT: Hello, how are you doing?
Turn 3, YOU:
Not bad, I just finished a call with an old friend.
Oh! That reminds me, can I borrow your phone to make
Turn 4, ROBOT:
a video call? (direct: imperative)
Oh! That reminds me, I really need to find a phone to
Turn 4, ROBOT:
make a video call. (indirect: need assertion)
Oh! That reminds me, can your phone make video calls
Turn 4, ROBOT:
too? (indirect: resource inquiry)
Scenario 2: Instruct (a direct or indirect ‘Turn 4’ was randomly used)
Turn 1, YOU:
Good afternoon.
Turn 2, ROBOT: Hi, what have you been up to?
I just finished an acting session with a friend who is
Turn 3, YOU:
teaching me improv.
That sounds like fun. Can you help me to learn to act
Turn 4, ROBOT:
more humanlike? (direct: imperative)
That sounds like fun. I wish someone would explain to
Turn 4, ROBOT: me how to act more humanlike. (indirect: need
assertion)
That sounds like fun. Do you think you know how to teach
Turn 4, ROBOT: a robot to be more humanlike? (indirect: resource
inquiry)
TABLE II.
Disagree
strongly
1

Disagree
moderately
2

Disagree
slightly
3

HRI QUESTIONNAIRE
Neither agree
nor disagree
4

Agree
slightly
5

Agree
moderately
6

Agree
strongly
7

I am familiar with this robot.
I find this robot trustworthy.
I feel the robot has asked me something.
I would be willing to help the robot.
I find this robot persuasive.

With respect to familiarity, Pepper, Fig. 1, was made the
familiar robot through increased interaction time with
participants and its humanlike similarity to participants.
NAO, Fig. 1, was the unfamiliar robot with no interaction
with participants and fewer humanlike characteristics.
The three dependent variables defined in this study are:
persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and willingness to help,
which were obtained through a 7-point Likert scale
questionnaire, Table II, adapted from [60]. The questionnaire
also asked participants about the robot’s familiarity and the
clarity of the robot’s request. We measured subjective report
of trust and willingness to help as interpersonal trust is a key
factor in any communication, particularly that which is
requesting or persuasive in nature [61], and willingness to
help shows intent to comply with the robot.
B. Participants
Participants were recruited during a presentation on
robotics done as a part of a university outreach event at the
University of Toronto. The presentation was advertised as
part of a broader university outreach event and was open to
the general public. No prior information was given to
participants about the study nor the type of robot interactions.
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Once the session was completed, the experimenter placed
the NAO robot on top of a table beside Salt, Fig. 1. The NAO
robot was not given a name, did not interact with participants,
and did not display any movements or speak. Participants
were then given a printed page with two scenarios on either
side and asked to read and respond to each. The questionnaire
presented each participant with two separate favor asking
scenarios (Table I); one would randomly be assigned to Salt
and the other to NAO. At the top of each scenario, either Salt
or NAO is indicated as the focus of the scenario, and then a
conversation is described between the participant and the
robot. The conversation ends with the robot asking for a favor
using one of the three communication styles (one direct and
one randomly assigned indirect). Participants were asked to
read the first scenario and respond to questions (Table II)
before turning the page and doing the same for the second
scenario. After participants finished, the experimenter walked
the room and picked up the sheets.
Fig. 1. Setup with familiar (Pepper, left) and unfamiliar (NAO, right) robots

A repeated-measures, within-between factors ANOVA
power analysis with three groups, two measurements, a
standard error (α=0.05), a standard power (1-β=0.8), and
estimating a medium effect size (f=0.25) [62] estimated a
sample size of 42 participants. Ninety-two people attended
the robot presentation, of which 87 completed the
questionnaire. For statistical analysis purposes of the withinsubjects design, we categorized directness responses into two
conditions - indirect and direct – so that all participants
responded to all conditions. Since we were not interested in
differences between the two indirect styles (need assertion
and resource inquiry), their analysis was combined under the
indirect condition. Twenty-seven participant responses that
compared need assertion to resource inquiry were not
analyzed for our results, leaving us with 60 relevant
responses. To ensure we still had sufficient statistical power,
a within-factors ANOVA power analysis with two groups,
and the same parameters as above estimated a required sample
size of 34 participants.
The questionnaire also gathered participant demographic
information (age and gender). Of the 60 relevant responses,
33 participants responded as female and 27 as male.
Participants provided their ages in one of four groups: 18-24
(n=9), 25-44 (n=25), 45-64 (n=20), and 65+ (n=6).
C. Study Procedure
The study was conducted during a public presentation on
robotics at the University of Toronto. The study was approved
by the University’s ethics board. Participants were informed
of their rights, and all gave written informed consent prior to
the commencement of the study. They could withdraw from
the study at any time.
We used a Pepper robot as the familiar robot, and a NAO
robot as the unfamiliar robot, both developed by Softbank
Robotics. The Pepper robot was at the front of the room and
greeted participants as they entered. Once everyone was
seated, it introduced itself, stating its name as “Salt”, and
guided participants through a 10-minute interactive exercise
session obtained from [63]. During this interaction, Salt
would display emotion-based behaviors to the audience using
vocal intonation, and body language.

D. Hypotheses
We defined three study hypotheses to investigate:
H1: A familiar robot will be more persuasive, more
trustworthy, and encourage greater willingness to help
than an unfamiliar robot.
H2: The effect of robot familiarity on persuasiveness,
trustworthiness, and willingness to help will be greater
for a more direct communication style compared to an
indirect style.
H3: A familiar robot using direct communication will
lead to greater persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and
willingness to help over an indirect style.
Hypotheses H1-H3 have been adapted from the humanhuman studies in [10], [15]. As their participants were also
North American, we postulate that our participants will
follow similar cultural preferences for directness. These
studies found that if a person was more familiar, they tended
to have greater likelihood of successfully requesting favors,
informing H1. They also found that this positive effect
between familiarity and compliance was greater for direct
versus indirect communication, informing H2. Finally, for
more familiar people, direct communication had greater
success than indirect, informing H3.
IV. HRI STUDY RESULTS
To investigate whether our data was parametric we
conducted a series of Shapiro-Wilk normality tests, Table III.
From these tests, we concluded that our data was nonparametric (p<0.05). We therefore, analyzed data using nonparametric tests, namely Wilcoxon Signed-Rank (WSR),
Mann-Whitney U (MWU), and Kruskal-Wallis (KW) tests.
WSR tests were used for analyses comparing within-subjects
data, such as repeated-measures directness responses. MWU
and KW tests were used for analyses comparing betweensubjects data, such as demographic effects. For all
comparative tests, we report the two-tailed asymptotic
significance (pa), allowing us to state a difference between the
variables analyzed and, if the asymptotic indicates statistical
significance, the post-hoc, 2*one-tailed exact significance
(pe), allowing us to state directionality with respect to medians
[64]. Effect sizes (r) and descriptive statistics of median (x̃)
and interquartile range (IQR) are reported where relevant.
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Fig. 2. Box and whisker plots of persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and willingness to help with respect to robot familiarity (familiar, unfamiliar) and
communication directness (direct, indirect) showing median (x̃), quartiles (IQR), min-max (whisker), and type 1 error rate (p) between conditions
TABLE III.

TEST FOR NORMALITY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable
Directness
Familiarity
Persuasiveness
Trustworthiness
Willingness to Help

Shapiro-Wilk
0.256
0.205
0.149
0.147
0.200

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

A. Validating Directness & Familiarity
The question, “I feel the robot has asked me something”
was investigated to determine if the participants observed a
difference in directness between the communication styles.
Participants responded with a higher median to this question
for direct requests (x̃=6.0, IQR=2.0) than indirect requests
(x̃=5.0, IQR=3.0); WSR (Z=2.93, pa=0.003, pe=0.003).
The question, “I am familiar with this robot” was asked to
check if participants noted a familiarity difference between
the robots. The familiar robot (x̃=5.0, IQR=4.0), had a higher
median than the unfamiliar robot (x̃=1.0, IQR=2.0), with
statistical significance; WSR (Z=4.74, pa<0.001, pe<0.001).
B. Effects of Familiarity
We investigated the influence of robot familiarity on
persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and willingness to help. The
familiar robot (x̃=4.0, IQR=3.0) was rated as more persuasive
than the unfamiliar robot (x̃=3.5, IQR=3.0), with statistical
significance; WSR (Z=2.60, pa=0.009, pe=0.008). The
familiar robot (x̃=4.0, IQR=3.0) was also perceived as more
trustworthy than the unfamiliar (x̃=3.0, IQR=2.0), with
statistical significance; WSR (Z=2.94, pa=0.003, pe=0.003).
Furthermore, participants claimed to be more willing to help
the familiar robot (x̃=5.0, IQR=2.0) than the unfamiliar robot
(x̃=4.0, IQR=3.0), with statistical significance; WSR
(Z=2.85, pa=0.004, pe=0.004). These results validate H1, that
a more familiar robot will have higher persuasiveness,
trustworthiness, and people will be more willing to help it.
C. Effects of Communication Directness
We also investigated the influence of communication
directness on persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and
willingness to help. Indirect requests (x̃=4.0, IQR=4.0) did
not result in participants rating a robot as significantly more
persuasive than the direct requests (x̃=4.0, IQR=3.0); WSR
(Z=1.49, pa=0.135). However, indirect requests (x̃=4.5,
IQR=2.0) did cause participants to perceive a robot as more

trustworthy than direct requests (x̃=3.0, IQR=2.0), with
statistical significance; WSR (Z=3.49, pa<0.001, pe<0.001).
Finally, participants claimed to be more willing to help a robot
using indirect requests (x̃=5.0, IQR=2.0) compared to one
using direct requests (x̃=4.0, IQR=2.0), with statistical
significance; WSR (Z=4.34, pa<0.001, pe<0.001).
D. Joint Effects of Directness and Familiarity
We compare the effect of familiarity across all dependent
variables considering direct and indirect subsets of the data
independently, Fig. 2. As each participant only responded to
one directness scenario in these subsets, familiarity conditions
are varied between-subjects, samples are independent, and
data is analyzed with MWU tests. Considering only the direct
communication style, the familiar robot was rated as
significantly more persuasive (U=304, pa=0.028, pe=0.027,
r=0.27) and more trustworthy (U=286, pa=0.014, pe=0.013,
r=0.32) than the unfamiliar robot. However, participants did
not claim to be significantly more willing to help the familiar
robot than the unfamiliar robot (U=335, pa=0.084, r=0.22).
For the indirect communication style, the familiar robot was
rated as significantly more persuasive (U=299, pa=0.023,
pe=0.022, r=0.29), more trustworthy (U=267, pa=0.006,
pe=0.005, r=0.36), and people were more willing to help
(U=282, pa=0.010, pe=0.009, r=0.33) compared to the
unfamiliar robot. Based on these results, we reject H2, as the
effect of familiarity on all dependent variables was greater for
the indirect style, and not the direct style.
Descriptive statistics were investigated for effects of
directness on the dependent variables considering only the
familiar robot, Fig. 2. Participant median rating of
persuasiveness was higher for a familiar robot using indirect
requests than a direct style, however, this difference was not
statistically significant; MWU (U=517, pa=0.318, r=0.13).
However, indirect requests did result in participants
perceiving the familiar robot as significantly more
trustworthy than using direct requests; MWU (U=665,
pa=0.001, pe=0.001, r=0.42). Participants also claimed to be
more willing to help the familiar robot when it used indirect
requests compared to direct requests; MWU (U=685,
pa<0.001, pe<0.001, r=0.46). Based on these results, we reject
H3, since, for both trustworthiness and willingness to help,
medians were actually higher for the indirect style.
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E. Effects of Demographic Information
We also investigated whether age and gender had any
significant effects. With respect to gender, MWU tests found
no statistically significant differences between men and
women for persuasiveness (U=1600, pa=0.33, r=0.09),
trustworthiness (U=1674, pa=0.56, r=0.05), or willingness to
help (U=1605, pa=0.34, r=0.09). KW tests also found no
significant differences across age groups for persuasiveness
(H(3)=0.94, pa=0.82), trustworthiness (H(3)=4.16, pa=0.25),
or willingness to help (H(3)=0.24, pa=0.97).
V. DISCUSSIONS
A. Familiarity
Familiarity differences between the two types of robots
seemed to have the largest impact on our dependent variables.
Validating H1, the familiar robot was rated significantly
higher than the unfamiliar robot across all three dependent
variables. This finding aligns with our expectations of the
impact of familiarity on persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and
willingness to help, based on previous social psychology [10]
and video-based HRI [48] research. While functionality is
paramount to any robot, this finding serves as a reminder of
the importance of increasing people’s familiarity with a robot
through exposure and design characteristics. If people are to
interact with a robot in a social way, even brief exposure (like
this study) can influence perceived familiarity of the robot.
B. Communication Directness
Directness was found to have significant effects on both
trustworthiness and willingness to help, yet not on
persuasiveness. The Persuasion Knowledge Model [65]
identifies that an individual’s awareness of being persuaded
and knowledge of the approach used to persuade them can
impact how people react to persuasive attempts, typically
increasing skepticism towards the persuader [66]. This may
have occurred when participants were answering the
questionnaire since persuasiveness was the last question on
the sheet. We postulate that while participants may have
responded more positively and consistently to trustworthiness
and willingness to help before seeing the question about
persuasion, some may have become more skeptical of the
robot when asked directly about its persuasiveness and
responded more negatively to this question.
C. Joint Effects of Directness and Familiarity
It is interesting that, for the familiar robot, direct requests
were rated lower on persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and
willingness to help than indirect requests. In human-human
interactions the opposite was found; the effect of familiarity
on compliance levels was actually stronger for the direct
compared to indirect [10]. In addition, the familiar robot had
significantly lower ratings on trustworthiness and willingness
to help (and persuasiveness, though the difference was nonsignificant) when using the direct style compared to the
indirect styles. This again was the opposite of what was found
in human-human interactions where direct requests have been
shown to produce greater levels of compliance than indirect
requests between more familiar people [15]. We believe that
both results may be because, although our study design was
successful at producing a familiarity difference between the
robots, both robots were still relatively unfamiliar to the
participants. More research is needed to investigate this

relationship further. For example, future studies could focus
on the effects of long-term interactions with a robot to
investigate whether, as familiarity with a robot continues to
increase, direct requests begin to have greater success than
indirect ones, similar to human-human interactions.
Our study provides critical insight into the design of social
robots issuing requests to people. Increasing familiarity will
help to increase persuasiveness, trustworthiness, and people’s
willingness to help social robots, so long as their humanlike
design does not lead to lowered affinity through the Uncanny
Valley effect [67]. However, our findings also tell us that,
contrary to human-human interactions [10] and as long as the
robot’s language does not confuse the intent of their ask [29],
robots should always use indirect over direct requests,
regardless of their level of familiarity, in order to increase
their trustworthiness and people’s willingness to help them.
D. Considerations
One obvious consideration for our study is the use of a
group design with hypothesized scenarios. However, many
social interactions and persuasive scenarios occur within
groups of people including in classrooms, offices, and care
facilities. The hypothetical nature of the study interaction is
also a valid method used in both social psychology [10], [15],
[57] and HRI [7], [42]. Future research could investigate oneon-one scenarios and with tangible favors being requested by
a robot to see if these factors influence our findings.
Our lack of statistically significant findings due to age and
gender align with other HRI studies. Numerous prior studies
have found no significant differences in levels of compliance
or user acceptance across different age groups [68], [69]. In
addition, participant gender has been shown to not have a
significant effect on compliance in HRI with gender neutral
robots such as ours [4], [69]. Both findings indicate that when
designing social robots, age and gender may not need to be
factored into a robot’s approach to requesting a favor.
Our study used a North American population. Past
research has shown that North Americans preferred indirect
styles compared to people from India [42], but are less
influenced by indirect styles compared to people from China
[30]. If our HRI study was replicated with participants of
different cultural backgrounds, our findings could also be
different based on these preferences. Future research could
include comparisons of populations from other cultural
backgrounds within the context of robots asking for favors.
We were able to validate an effective familiarity
difference between the two familiarity conditions. That said,
familiarity could have been potentially confounded with
other, unexplored factors. The choice to use two different
robots was a conscious decision to operationalize familiarity.
This is common practice in psychology where one person is
in a familiar role and a different person in an unfamiliar role
without being counterbalanced [10], [15], [51], [53]. Several
HRI studies have also used different robots to observe varying
familiarity levels without counterbalancing [54]–[56]. We
considered using two Pepper robots for this study, however,
were concerned that their identical appearance might have
confused participants from differentiating between them.
Instead, we chose to use two different robots and several
design characteristics were incorporated to vary familiarity.
Similarity to familiar characteristics (i.e. those of people) has
been shown to increase perceptions of familiarity [33], [53],
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so our familiar robot was given a name, larger humanlike size,
and humanlike behaviors, such as speech and non-verbal
communication. A counterbalanced design would go against
our operationalization of these familiarity characteristics.
The familiar robot’s use of humanlike movements was
intentional to increase familiarity through similarity, as
animacy has been shown to increase perceptions of a robot’s
humanlikeness [70]. By contrast, the unfamiliar robot’s lack
of movement and use of direct requests (which had the lowest
ratings for persuasiveness, trustworthiness, willingness to
help) might have been perceived as authoritative or dominant
[27], which has been shown to reduce robot trustworthiness
[71] and can lower a robot’s ability to influence through
increased psychological reactance [72].
Though we avoided polite modifiers (e.g. “please” or
“thank you”) in the greeting and exercise activity script, the
familiar robot’s increased exposure time and humanlike
interactivity might have been perceived as niceness. In
addition, the exercise session could be viewed as a foundation
for reciprocity, which has been shown to increase compliance
with a robot [60]. However, increasing familiarity through
exposure typically involves some memorable activity [32]
that can be construed as nice or giving, such as a robot telling
participants a story [14] or delivering medication [73]. In our
study, these extra interactions were explicit design decisions
used to increase familiarity through exposure, as is commonly
used in both psychology [32], [51] and HRI [14], [52].
Regardless of any possible confounds of our independent
variables with outside factors, our validated familiarity
difference had an effect on all dependent variables. That said,
future studies could attempt to disambiguate these factors
from familiarity through a counterbalanced and/or multicondition design. However, we would anticipate lower levels
of familiarity with robot conditions that do not use humanlike
characteristics and that memorable exposure might be
inseparable from familiarity based on its very definition.
The medians of responses to most dependent variables in
our study were between 3 (Disagree Slightly) and 6 (Agree
Moderately) with 5 (Agree Slightly) being the most common
result. Though “Agree Slightly” is not the most compelling
outcome, it is more important to observe the relative effects
of different conditions on our dependent variables, as the
absolute positions of these results may be due to broader
factors of the study design.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our HRI study uniquely investigated the effects of both
directness and familiarity on a robot requesting favors. Our
results showed that a more familiar robot is more persuasive,
more trustworthy, and people are more willing to help it.
Furthermore, indirect requests were found to be more
trustworthy and led to people being more willing to help a
robot than direct requests. We found that the effect of
familiarity was weakest for a direct style (i.e. familiar robots
benefit most from making indirect requests). Interestingly,
this contrasted with human interactions, where the effect of
familiarity has been shown to be strongest for direct styles
(i.e. familiar people benefit most from direct requests). These
findings highlight the need for robots to be familiar to people
and use appropriate communication when collaborating with
people in settings where robots must request for favors.
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Future work should explore increasing robot familiarity to
investigate if there are any changes in perceptions. Other
factors like robot appearance, behavior, animacy, and
participant cultural backgrounds could also be considered.
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